
Transportation Summit



(b)Disabled Individuals.—Each licensed transportation network company must:l

 (1) Adapt a policy of nondiscrimination regarding individuals with disabilities in 

accordance with this subsection  The following information shall be provided on the 

transportation network company’s publicly accessible internet website:

  (i) Notice of the nondiscrimination policy.

  (ii) Procedures to report a complaint to the commission about a 

transportation network company driver’s alleged violation of this subsection.

 (2) Within one year of the effective date of this section, the digital network used by 

a transportation network company to connect drivers and passengers must be accessible to 

consumers who are blind, visually impaired, deaf and hard of hearing .

 (3) A transportation network company driver must transport a service animal when 

accompanying a passenger with a disability for no additional charge unless the transportation 

network company driver has a documented medical allergy on file with the transportation 

network company.  Service animals shall be permitted to ride in the passenger compartment of 

a vehicle.  It shall be a violation of this chapter for a transportation network company driver to 

place a service animal in any part of a vehicle other than the passenger compartment.



 (4) A transportation network company may not impose additional charges for 

service to an individual with a disability.

 (5) A transportation network company shall, in an area where wheelchair-

accessible service is available, provide passengers with disabilities requiring the use of mobility 

equipment an opportunity to indicate on its digital network whether they require a wheelchair-

accessible vehicle.  A transportation network company or an affiliated entity must, if wheelchair 

–accessible service is available, facilitate transportation service for passengers who require a 

wheelchair-accessible vehicle by doing one of the following:

  (i) connecting the passenger to an available transportation network

 company driver or other driver operating a wheelchair-accessible vehicle; or 

  (ii) if connection under subparagraph (i) is not available, directing the 

passenger to an alternative provider with the legal authority and ability to dispatch a 

wheelchair-accessible vehicle to the passenger.

 



§1021.16. Service issues regarding people with disabilities.

(a) If on-duty and not already transporting a passenger, a taxicab driver shall stop the taxicab 

when hailed by a person with a disability.  The driver shall determine if the services 

requested by the person reasonably accommodated by the vehicle and adhere to the 

following procedure:

 (1) If the service request can be reasonably accommodated, the driver shall provide the 

service.

 (2) If the service request cannot be reasonably accommodated, the driver shall call a 

dispatcher immediately to arrange for service by the closest taxicab available that can 

accommodate the person’s request.

(b) This section may not be interpreted to require or permit a taxicab to provide services in an 

area outside the rights identified in the taxicab certificate holder’s rights.  For example, this 

section does not permit a partial-rights taxicab to stope for a hail outside of its defined 

geographical area.
Source

The provisions of this §11021.16 amended September 12, 2014, effective September 13, 2014, 44  Pa.B. 

5867.  Immediately preceding text appears at serial page (373134).

Cross Reference

This section cited in 52 Pa. Code § 1019.8 (relating to dispatcher requirements)

 



§ 1017.7. Transportation of blind, deaf or physically disabled persons with service 

animals.

Taxicabs must transport dogs trained for the purpose of assisting blind, deaf or physically 

disabled persons when accompanying blind, deaf or physically disabled persons paying a 

regular fare.  The guide dogs shall be properly leashed and may not occupy a seat.
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